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‘Glory ye in his holy name:
let the heart of them rejoice
that seek the LORD.’
1 Chronicles ch.16 v.10

Copying errors
Considering that up to the 14th century AD everything had to be
copied one letter at a time by hand one might expect the
cumulative result to become disastrously inaccurate over the
years. However, this has not been found to be so. Its scribes are
noted for their meticulous care by counting the letters at regular
intervals, constantly checking each other's work and so on. This
diligence is born out by the magnificent and exemplary
illustrations often accompanying some texts.
Translation Errors
These often account for producing more versions. It can be
difficult to match phrases in one language when translating to
another and this is of course limited by the translator's command
of language. A further difficulty arises through the lack of vowels
in ancient Hebrew (and indeed punctuation), scribes later
inserting them where considered appropriate. At times words
have been inserted in an effort to convey a particular meaning
which sometimes differs from what is inferred in the original text,
thus changing its meaning entirely.
So a few errors, in the main minor ones, are found but let us
marvel and praise God for the compilation and preservation of the
scriptures to our day. When considering challenges confronting Bible
students in past ages, and indeed many parts of the world, we should
appreciate our fortune of having neatly bound Bibles, in our language
and indeed nearly every other in the world, at a price within our
pockets. May God grant us time and wisdom to study it.
Articles to follow will look at the giving of The Word to Israel, How
they spread the Word; Its inspiration and so on.
********
Globe Theatre in London to mark 400 years of King James Bible
In 2011 the Theatre will host a cover-to-cover reading of the text
of this great National Treasure. It has been said that it will be a rare
opportunity to ‘experience one of the most significant pieces of world
literature in its entirety’. The readings will happen between Palm
Sunday and Easter Monday and are estimated to take 69 hours.
A similar event to this will take place in Sherborne Abbey and
elsewhere. BBC Radio 4 will devote a Sunday for readings from the
King James version and Royal Mail, after numerous requests, has
been persuaded to produce commemorative stamps for the occasion.
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